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Abstract

In this Note we study the problem of exact controllability of the Maxwell’s equations in specific media with two different m
on the one hand the so-called Drude–Born–Fedorov model, in the time domain, and on the other hand a simplified bilinea

For the first one we prove the non approximate controllability whereas for the second one we are able to prove
controllability under the usual conditions of the wave equation.To cite this article: P. Courilleau, T. Horsin, C. R. Acad. Sci.
Paris, Ser. I 341 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

Résumé

Sur la controlabilté des équations de Maxwell dans des milieux spécifiques.Dans cette Note nous étudions le problème d
contrôlabilité exacte des équations de Maxwell en milieux spécifiques avec deux différents modèles, d’un côté le modèle
de Drude–Born–Fedorov, et d’un autre côté un milieu bilinéaire simplifié.

Pour le premier on prouve la non contrôlabilité approchée alors que pour le second nous prouvons la contrôlabilité ex
les conditions usuelles suffisantes de l’équation des ondes.Pour citer cet article : P. Courilleau, T. Horsin, C. R. Acad. Sci. Paris,
Ser. I 341 (2005).
 2005 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Let Ω ⊂ R
3 be a bounded simply connected open set with a connected boundaryΣ and letT be a positive rea

number. We deal here with the following problem: find a (postponed defined) functionJ : (0, T ) × Σ0 → R
3 where

Σ0 ⊂ Σ such that the solution
(
E
H

)
of the following system

∂t

(
A

(
E

H

))
+

(
0 −curl

curl 0

)(
E

H

)
= 0 inD(Ω)6,

H ∧ n = J on (0, T ) × Σ0,

B(E) = 0 on(0, T ) × Σ (1)
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can be driven from any initial data,
(
E0
H0

)
, at time t = 0 to the zero final data at timet = T . HereB(E) denotes

a boundary condition onE and A denotes various operators that we will specify below. In the case of cla
Maxwell’s equations one hasA = ( ε 0

0 µ

)
whereε, µ are positive constant real numbers, and we refer to [1,2,4,8,9

a range of other models. EventuallyΣ0 is a measurable (possibly strict) subset ofΣ .
Let us remark that for the use of convenient functional spaces forE and H , we will look for J ∈ L2(0, T ,

(H
−1/2
div (Σ0)) (see for example [10] for the definition of this space).
• We consider first the case of the so-called DBF time approximation for which one has

A

(
E

H

)
=

[
ε(E + β curlE)

µ(H + β curlH)

]
.

In this model one takes usuallyE ∧ n = 0 on the boundary in the case when one looks forJ satisfying, at leas
formally, divΣ J = 0. Hereβ is a constant positive real number called the chiral number of the media.

We prove

Theorem 1.1.The DBF system is not approximately controllable, for values ofβ out of an at most countable set,
H(div = 0) × H(div = 0) with E ∧ n = 0 onΣ .

Here H(div = 0) := {u ∈ L2(Ω)3,div(u) = 0 in D′(Ω)}. We also denoteH(curl) := {u ∈ L2(Ω)3,curl(u) ∈
L2(Ω)3}. Furthermore we denoteH0(div = 0) = {ϕ ∈ H(div = 0), ϕ · n = 0} and HJ (curl) = {ϕ ∈ H(curl),
ϕ ∧ n = J }.

In a work in preparation [6], we prove that in fact this result can be improved by considering time-har
solutions of this problem and then consider the controllability only in the space domain, for which we can pr
approximate controllability either inH or in E provided one add for the latter the conditionE ·n = 0 on the boundary

• Another typical model of medium is the so-called bilinear case whereA takes the formA
(
E
H

) = (
εE+δH
δE+µH

)
, and

again the coefficients are assumed to be constant positive real numbers and satisfy a coercivity conditionεµ− δ2 > 0.
Here we have a simplified bilinear medium, since the general model with constant coefficients involvesε andµ to be
linear operators. For the model considered here, we prove:

Theorem 1.2.The bilinear medium case is exactly controllable inH(div = 0)×H(div = 0) provided that the sufficien
conditions for the controllability of the wave equation are satisfied byT andΣ0.

We generalize this result in a work in preparation [5] for bilinear delayed media.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

It is proven in [3] that the system (1) is well posed provided one takesE0 andH0 in H 1
0 (Ω) andJ in H 1/2(Σ0)

and the solution is sought in

C
([0, T ];H(div = 0) ∩ H0(curl)

) × C
([0, T ];H(div = 0) ∩ HJ (curl)

)
.

So here we takeB(E) = E ∧ n.
To prove Theorem 1.1 we need to prove that the adjoint system does not satisfy the unique continuation p
Let ϕ0 andψ0 be inH(div = 0) and consider the formal adjoint system



ε(ψt + β curlψt) − curlϕ = 0,

µ(ϕt + β curlϕt ) + curlψ = 0,

(ψ + µβϕt ) · n = 0 onΣ0 × [0, T ],
ϕt=0 = ϕ0, ψt=0 = ψ0.

(2)

Then one easily checks that with these notations one has formally

−
T∫ ∫

J · (ψ + µβϕt ) =
∫

ε(E0 + β curlE0)ψ0 dx +
∫

µ(H0 + β curlH0)ϕ0 dx. (3)
0 Σ0 Ω Ω
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Let ϕ0 and ψ0 two elements ofH 1
0 (Ω). We admit for a while that there exist unique solutionsϕ and ψ in

C([0, T ];H 1
0 (Ω)) of


ε(ψt + β curlψt) − curl(ϕ) = 0,

µ(ϕt + β curlϕt ) + curl(ψ) = 0,

ϕt=0 = ϕ0, ψt=0 = ψ0.

(4)

The tangential part of(ψ + µβϕt ) is equal to 0 onΣ0 with non trivial functions, thus the last quantity is no
norm on the space of initial data which is the necessary and sufficient condition for the controllability. Even
this proves that we don’t have approximate controllability.

To prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4) one can use [3] as well as the following argum
continuous operatorI +β curl is invertible fromH0(curl)∩H 1 into H(div = 0) for values ofβ in the complement o
a countable set (see also [7]). One can easily check that ifu ∈ H0(curl) then curl(u) ∈ H0(div = 0). ThusI + β curl
define a invertible bounded operator betweenH 1

0 andH0(div = 0). The system given in (4) is equivalent to a syst
of Cauchy–Lipschitz type for functionsf andg in H0(div = 0) given by{

εft − curl
(
(I + β curl)−1(g)

) = 0,

µgt + curl
(
(I + β curl)−1(f )

) = 0
(5)

and one has the existence and uniqueness of solutions.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In order to prove this theorem, for anyϕ0 andψ0 in H(div = 0), let ϕ andψ satisfy

µϕt + δψt − curlψ = 0, (6)

εψt + δϕt + curlϕ = 0, (7)

ϕ ∧ n = 0 onΣ, (8)

(εψ + δϕ) · n = 0 onΣ0, (9)

ϕt=0 = ϕ0, ψt=0 = ψ0. (10)

One has the following formal identity for any solutions of (1) vanishing at timet = T :

T∫
0

∫
Σ0

J · ψ dσ dt =
∫
Ω

(
ψ0(εE0 + δH0) + ϕ0(δE0 + µH0)

)
dx.

TakingJ = εψ + δϕ in (1) that we solved backward on(0, T ) with Et=T = Ht=T = 0, we can defineΛ that maps
(ψ0, ϕ0) to (E0,H0) = (Et=0,Ht=0) which satisfies

T∫
0

∫
Ω

ε

∣∣∣∣ψ + δ

ε
ϕ

∣∣∣∣
2

dσ dt =
〈
A

(
ψ0
ϕ0

)
,Λ

(
ψ0
ϕ0

)〉
. (11)

Note that we have used (8).

One checks that(ϕ, εψ + δϕ) satisfies the system


(εµ − δ2)ut − curlv = 0,

vt + curlu = 0,

u ∧ n = 0 onΣ,

v · n = 0 onΣ0.

(12)

Now referring to [11] and since(εµ − δ2) > 0, one knows that the left-hand side of (11) defines a norm on
space of initial data provided thatT is large enough andΣ0 satisfies some geometric properties and in the same
it proves the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (6)–(10).
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